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SALA Pole Choke MkII
Designed to meet EA specification 43-123 and 43-124
and has passed the requirements for category A & B
devices. The principle of the device is to arrest a fall by
quickly choking around a wood pole to limit the fall
distance, should the user fall whilst ascending or
descending a pole or whilst in the work position. The pole
choke is used with the SALA pole strap KF70126-B (shown
separately below). It is designed for use on poles ranging from
5½” to 16” diameter. A pair of add on gaffs is incorporated into the choke kit and
should be used where it is deemed the pole is unusually hazardous because of ice,
algae or moss.

SALA Webbing Pole Strap
Designed or linesmen climbing wood poles. The KF70126-B is a pole strap / workpositioning device which is clipped to the side ‘D’s of a harness or work-positioning
belt. The adjuster is easy to use one-handed even under tension. A PVC stiffener at the
karabiner end allows the strap to be easily passed around the pole before clipping on to
the harness ‘D’ ring.
CAT NO

MATERIAL

FITTINGS

KF70126-B

Polyester webbing

Twist-lock karabiner one end, screwgate tri ‘D’
other end

Trigger Work Positioning Lanyard
2m maximum length positioning lanyard utilises cam adjustment for length
and locking into place. Features 11mm kernmantle rope with rope protector,
twist-lock karabiner with 21mm opening at one end and 21mm snap-hook
at the other end.
CAT NO

DESCRIPTION

KF7T2000

Trigger Positioning Lanyard

Protecta® Pro 2 Work Positioning Belt
A comfortable and lightweight work positioning belt which is equipped with many
equipment loops and accessory holders. A very practical belt for safely storing tools. It can
be used with any positioning lanyard in the PRO range.
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CAT NO

AB051362

AB051336

AB051346

SIZE

Small

Medium / Large

Extra Large
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